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Tall Tales But True of Aircraft That Never Quite “Made It”  - 
The Douglas X-3. 
Looking somewhat like a dagger, the single-seat Douglas 
X-3 was designed to fulfil a requirement by NACA (the 
forerunner of NASA), the US Air Force and the US Navy 
to investigate the efficiency/shortcomings of a turbojet 
powered, short span, double-wedge winged aircraft and 
the effect of aerodynamic kinetic heating at speeds of up 
to Mach 3 at high altitude. So sharp did this extraordinari-
ly pointy fuselage look that it earned the nickname of 
“Stiletto”. The design for this aircraft began in 1945, but 
such was its complexity that a mock-up did not appear 
until 1948. Manufacture of the X-3 commenced in 1949 
after Douglas received a contract to build two flying examples and one static test airframe.  
Ultimately though, only one flying example was built. Due to the early difficult working nature of  
titanium, unprecedented complexity and engine availability, delays were encountered and it was 
not until 20 October, 1952, that the aircraft first took to the air. 
It was proposed that the aircraft be fitted with a pair of 
6,600 lb thrust Westinghouse J46 turbojets, but these 
were unavailable so it was decided that it instead be 
fitted with Westinghouse J34-WE-17 engines which 
were similar in size. Much to the disappointment of 
those working on the project, performance was  
curtailed with these engines as they were only rated to 
4,200 lbs of thrust. Consequently the best speed 
achieved was Mach 0.95 at high altitude, with a range 
of only 805 kilometres. It did manage to attain a speed 
of Mach 1.21, but this was achieved in a dive. 
The pilot sat in a pressurised cockpit that had a down-
wards-firing ejector seat. With the seat in this configuration, it doubled as a lift for the pilot to be  
elevated into position. The airframe bristled with probes, 850 to measure aerodynamic pressures, 
150 to measure temperatures and 185 to measure strain. It was wired up like a sports athlete in a 
lab to test for physical endurance. Much had been expected of this ‘athlete’ but, unfortunately it did 
not live up to its racy lines. Even with the power plant restriction and consequent lethargy, it pro-
vided some valuable data accumulated over 20 test flights before the aircraft retired and  
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the project was cancelled in 1956. Many lessons were learned with the use of titanium in aerody-
namic structures that future aircraft greatly benefitted from. The layout of the X-3 influenced the 
design of the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter. So fast was this fighter and so short was its wingspan, 
it was dubbed the “manned missile”. 
 

Oh What a Day It Was ! It Really Was Such a Day! 
The unprecedented Open Day at Aldinga Airfield was an amaz-
ing, eye opening and exhausting (for all the volunteer organizers) 
event. Meticulously planned and executed by Patrick Normoyle, 
Ron Logan, Owen Crees, Harry Wightman, the whole Adelaide  
Biplanes team and Aldinga Aero Club team, representing Aldinga 
Aviation Limited, the aero club and Adelaide Biplanes. 
Your editor was allocated the task of monitoring road traffic   
permitted to enter the hangar area and arranging parking for  
vehicles carrying disabled passengers and those volunteering at 
the various stalls. This task kept me away from the hustle & bustle 
of the large static aircraft display, the public parking area arranged 
on Rwy 08/26 and the crowds queuing for BBQ sausages & soft 
drinks, thus I was in no position to estimate the number of people 
attending on the day. The estimates I have heard are around the 
5000+ level. I do know that Aldinga Aero Club ran out of sausag-
es, bread & onions on numerous occasions resulting in a dash to the supermarket for more  
supplies. Club chef, Clive Hopper, was on his feet ‘at the BBQ plate’ for nearly six hours, non-

stop cooking sausages and onions  -  no kidding! - no break! - whilst a team of our Club member 
wives led by Rhonda, Ans and Margret served the long queue and collected the dough. I’m  
reliably informed that 75 kg of sausages ‘disappeared’. 
A very large bus brought representatives of AOPA who set up a series of flight simulators which 
were kept busy all day. UniSa, Rotary, CFS and Air Cadets were among the organisations man-
ning stalls whilst the St John’s Ambulance were in attendance, ‘just in case’. 
All in all an utterly amazing day  -  congratulations to all involved in this great and unique collab-
oration of the “People of Aldinga Airfield”. 
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Our October Meeting. 
The October comp on Sunday 7th was a tricky navigation exercise over a distance of 161 nm 
(further if you got lost!). At the 1000 hr briefing, pilots were required to declare in advance the  
expected TAS  over the course, their expected fuel consumption/hour and their on-board fuel at 
departure. Their course was handed to them in the aircraft just as they were about to start the  
engine. All navigation calculations, GPS settings etc. would have to be undertaken whilst air-
borne.  
Time of departure and return entry into the circuit were recorded and departure & inbound radio 
calls monitored and their quality scored. Remaining fuel on return was measured to compare with 
the pre-flight fuel consumption figure supplied. Photos were to be taken at each waypoint on the 
course and were evaluated on return to confirm the accuracy of the navigation. 
Four aircraft took part, each carrying pilot & navigator. First place was awarded to Tony Human 
(C812), second to Phil Pattison (Jabi) and third to David Ellis (Jabi). The team of Evan & Phil 
John was scratched due to instrument problems preventing them from completing the task. 
$2-million Windfall for “Charity Flights”. 
Airservices Australia has waived more than $2-million in annual fees for five not-for-profit  
aeromedical operations. Those benefitting are Angel Flight , Care Flight, Little Wings, Life Flight 
and Royal Flying Doctors. 
‘Stolen” from Southern District Flying Club’s September Newsletter. 
Amellia ‘Milly’ Formby is a zoologist and pilot. Her latest endeavour, aptly named Wing Threads, 
involves circumnavigating Australia 
from March to September 2019 to 
raise awareness of endangered shore-
birds. Milly seeks to do the 20,000 km 
flight in the same amount of time it 
takes shorebirds,  
fitted with satellite tags, to migrate 
from Australia to the Arctic Circle and 
back! She will be stopping at major 
shorebird sites to raise conservation 
awareness in a joint effort with BirdLife 
Australia and other project partners.  
Milly, along with her Airborne trike, 
plans to be at Adelaide and Strath-
albyn in the second week of October. Come and say hi to her! Depending on timing with the al-
ready busy 13th-14th  
October weekend, there’s the potential for us to make an event of it by Milly giving us a presenta-
tion about Wing Threads and having an associated BBQ or similar. We’ll see how it pans out!  
Visit Milly’s website https://wingthreads.com/ or Facebook at  
 https://www.facebook.com/wingthreads/ to keep up to date on the project and to donate!  
 

And Also ‘Stolen”  - 
These two aerial photos 
of the new race track at 
Tailem Bend (“The 
Bend”), one taken from a 
from the rear seat of a 
tandem gyrocopter ap-
proaching the track 
(seen in the distance), 
the other from a Piper 
Archer overhead. 
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 10 Years Ago. 
The October 2008 Go-Round reported on a fly-in to a private strip on Hindmarsh Island, owned 
by a guy call Barry, apparently a friend of ex-member Bob Pratt. Seven club aircraft visited  -  a 
C182, two Jabi’s, one Sportstar, a Sport Cub, a Citabria and a Foxbat. The strip had five well-
maintained short runways (the longest 500 metres). There were three ‘Tigers’ hangered there 
and a fourth flew in while the club was there. 
Also reported was the success of (then vice-President, now honorary member) Sean Leyden 
in attaining his Ra-Aus certificate. An amazing achievement when one considers that Sean 
was an ex-USAF pilot flying FA-18’s off, and back on, aircraft carriers and, in addition, teaching 
other pilots to do likewise. 
Sean provided a report on his check flight with Bonnie Smith, daughter of ABP owners Martyn 
and Gaylene Smith. The following is that report  - 
 

Into the circuit we go for countless touch and goes, and I can safely say that I am simulta-
neously challenged and having an absolute blast ! It’s not easy for me to admit, but I was 
well behind the little airplane, even though it only climbs at 800fpm and 85 KIAS was the 
fastest we flew on the day. My air work was sloppy, my scan was slow and rusty, and I 
made some mistakes procedurally that one wouldn’t expect from a pilot with my experi-
ence. Bonnie is a fantastic instructor, however, because she took it all in her stride and 
gave me the chance I needed to get back on the step. For my part, I remained realistic 
about my performance. I  haven’t flown regularly since 2004, the Sport Cub is a new 

airplane for me, and I’m only flying once a month at the moment. 
Slowly but surely I made progress on each pass at the runway, listening intently to 

Bonnie’s instruction while I got a feel for the airplane. After about 12 landings, Bonnie 

asked me to full stop and I assumed the lesson was over. Bonnie then piped up with “and 

so you want to give it a try on your own ?” I tried to contain my eagerness to get her out of 
the plane ! You see, it’s been since 31st July, 2003 (my last Hornet flight) that I have 

been in the sky on my own. I was keen to have the airplane to myself and to have one 

more shot at the circuit. 
Bonnie hopped out, buttoned up the rear cockpit and patted the airplane as she walked to 

the spot where she watched me the whole time I was in the air. That solo circuit felt  
fantastic ! I was on top of everything, I didn’t over-control the rudder on takeoff, the flaps 

came up at 200’, I kept track of the busy circuit traffic situation and worked my way into 

the queue safely, altitude and airspeed were all smoothly controlled. I flew a disciplined 

pattern to a smooth three point landing. I felt fully in control of the Sport Cub all the way to 

her parking spot where I carefully lined up with other aircraft marshalled on the flight line, 
just like I had done hundreds of times before, lining up my canopy with the other Hornets 

parked at NAS Cecil Field. 
Thank you guys for pointing me towards Adelaide Biplanes and the Aldinga Aeroclub. 
The little airfield has been a catalyst for a return to a part of my life that had been lost. I’ve 

found it again, in taildragger airplanes flown from grass strips. I’ve found it in a collection 

of people who simply love airplanes and flying and I’ve found it by returning to something 

I was meant to do all along. 
 

Diary Dates. 
Sunday 4th November  -  The comp this month was to have the intriguing title of “Flying Footy 
Comp” but I’m advised that it is now going to be something associated with Halloween! Pilot 
briefing as usual at 1000 hrs with BYO BBQ to follow from 1200 hrs. 
Saturday 17th November  -  Note change of date! HCAPA Spot Landing Comp. Volunteers 
required for set up, comp judging, catering and socializing with our esteemed guests. 
Sunday 2nd December  -  Club’s Christmas Lunch, complimentary for all members and 
guests. Be there from 1200 hrs (or starve!). 
Wednesday 12th December  -  Committee meeting at the club from 1930 hrs. 


